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Efficient harvesting of renewing resources
Kazuharu Ohashi and James D. Thomson
Department of Zoology, University of Toronto, 25 Harbord Street, Toronto, Ontario M5S 3G5,
Canada
Many foraging animals return to feeding sites to harvest replenishing resources, but little is known about efficient tactics for
doing this. Can animals with adequate cognitive abilities increase their efficiency by modifying their behavior according to
memories of past experience at particular sites? We developed a simulation model of animals harvesting renewable resources
from isolated patches in undefended, competitive situations. We compared four foraging tactics: (1) moving stochastically
without using any information from past experiences (random searching); (2) moving stochastically, but going longer distances
after encountering lower reward (area-restricted searching); (3) repeatedly moving along a fixed route (complete traplining);
and (4) traplining, but sampling and shifting to neighboring rewarding patches after encountering low reward (sample-and-shift
traplining). Following Possingham, we tracked both the resources actually harvested by a focal forager (i.e., rewards) and the
standing crops of resources that accumulated at patches. Complete traplining always produces less variation in elapsed time
between visits than random searching or area-restricted searching, which has three benefits: increasing the reward crop
harvested, if resource renews nonlinearly; reducing resource standing crop in patches; and reducing variation in reward crop per
patch. Moreover, the systematic revisitation schedule produced by complete traplining makes it more competitive, regardless of
resource renewal schedule or competitor frequency. By responding to their past experiences, using sample-and-shift traplining,
foragers benefit only when many patches are left unvisited in the habitat. Otherwise, the exploratory component of
sample-and-shift traplining, which increases the movement distance and the variation in elapsed time between visits, makes
it more costly than complete traplining. Thus, traplining will usually be beneficial, but foragers should switch between
‘‘impatient’’ (sample-and-shift traplining) and ‘‘tenacious’’ (complete traplining) traplining, according to temporal changes in
surrounding situations. Key words: information use, Possingham, renewable resource, sample and shift, simulation model,
trapline. [Behav Ecol 16:592–605 (2005)]
n nature, many animals need to collect foods from
renewable resource patches scattered in space. Thus,
patterns of movement among these patches are considered
a key factor in their fitness. A well-known example of a patchily
distributed renewable resource is nectar or pollen for floral
visitors (Carthew and Goldingay, 1997; Dreisig, 1985; Gass and
Garrison, 1999; Gilbert, 1980; Gill, 1988; Janson et al., 1981;
Kadmon, 1992; Kamil, 1978; Lemke, 1984; Paton and
Carpenter, 1984; Racey and Swift, 1985; Tiebout, 1993;
Williams and Thomson, 1998). Many other types of foods,
including extrafloral nectar (Dreisig, 2000, Schilman and
Roces, 2003), seeds (Cody, 1971), insects washed onto the
river banks (Davies and Houston, 1981), exudate from trees
(Schulke, 2003), fruits (Janson, 1998), foliage (Watts, 1998),
and prey organisms involved in many predator-prey or
parasitoid-host interactions (reviewed by Briggs and Hoopes,
2004), will also fall into this category.
Previous studies of how foragers should move among
resource patches have often made two assumptions. First,
returns to the same patch have been considered disadvantageous because, owing to depletion of the resource, it yields little
or no reward (reviewed by Williams and Thomson, 1998; but see
also studies on nectarivorous birds and mammals above).
Second, animals have been assumed to forage without
knowledge of patch locations and quality (resource renewal
rate, competitor density, and the time elapsed since last visit,
etc.), as if they are ‘‘searching’’ in novel habitats (e.g., Higgins
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and Strauss, 2004). Based on these assumptions, previous
studies have tended to focus on simple movement rules
between successively visited patches that function to reduce
revisitations, such as choices of ‘‘movement distance’’ and
‘‘turning angle’’ (Cartar and Real, 1997; Cresswell, 2000; Kipp,
1987; Pyke, 1978, 1981; Schmid-Hempel, 1986; Waddington,
1979; Zimmerman, 1979, 1981, 1982). With replenishing
resources, these assumptions are valid at small spatial scales,
such as movements between flowers on a plant or inflorescence,
but not at larger scales. Revisitation at long intervals,
approximating the replenishment schedules of the patches,
can be efficient (Gill, 1988; Janson, 1998; Kadmon, 1992;
Possingham, 1989; Stout and Goulson, 2002; Watts, 1998). Also,
individual animals often confine their foraging within relatively
small areas or territories for days or weeks (Comba, 1999; Davies
and Houston, 1981; Gill and Wolf, 1975; Heinrich, 1976;
Linhart, 1973; Manning, 1956; Paton and Carpenter, 1984;
Thomson, 1996; Thomson et al., 1982). Such foragers may have
opportunities to remember patch locations and quality and to
use such memories to improve their performance. Analysis of
such situations must consider such factors as the timing of
returns to the same patches, the schedule of resource
replenishment, and the possible usefulness of information
gained from past experience at particular patches.
The efficiency of harvesting renewable resources will be
influenced by two aspects of the timing of returns: the mean
and the variance of elapsed time between visits on each patch.
As the mean elapsed time between visits on each patch
increases, a forager will encounter a larger reward crop at
each visit (Bell, 1990; Cody, 1971; Davies and Houston, 1981;
Williams and Thomson, 1998). Furthermore, Possingham’s
(1989) simple analytical model showed that a reduction of
variation in elapsed time between visits (‘‘systematic foraging’’) will bring three advantages to a forager. First, the mean
resource standing crop encountered by random visitors will be
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lower, which will deter interlopers (‘‘defense by exploitation’’;
Paton and Carpenter, 1984). Second, the mean reward crop
encountered by the focal forager will be higher when resource
renews in a nonlinear, decelerating way. Third, the variance of
the reward crop encountered by the focal forager will be
lower, which will be beneficial when risk-averse foraging is
favored. Possingham also suggested two patterns of spatial use
that could possibly reduce the variation in elapsed time
between visits: ‘‘area-restricted searching’’ (ARS) and ‘‘traplining.’’ ARS is a well-known behavior of foragers that move
longer distances after they encounter less reward, which
has been reported for a variety of animals (reviewed by
Motro and Shmida, 1995). Traplining or trapline foraging
is repeated visitation to a series of resource points or patches
in a predictable order, which has been reported for
bumblebees (Comba, 1999; Heinrich, 1976; Manning, 1956;
Thomson, 1996; Thomson et al., 1982, 1987), euglossine bees
(Ackerman et al., 1982; Dressler, 1982; Janzen, 1971),
butterflies (Gilbert, 1980), hummingbirds (Garrison and
Gass, 1999; Gill, 1988; Tiebout, 1991), wagtails (Davies and
Houston, 1981), bats (Lemke, 1984; Racey and Swift, 1985),
and primates (Garber, 1988; Janson, 1998; Janson et al., 1981;
Watts, 1998). Despite Possingham’s foundational analysis,
however, there has been little further evaluation of the relative
performance of the patterns of spatial use, especially in the
competitive situations that prevail in nature.
The reward crop encountered by a forager at a patch will
also depend on the intensity of competition and the resource
renewal rates on the patch, as well as the elapsed time since its
last visit to the patch. If foragers can respond to past
experience at each patch, therefore, their foraging success
may be improved. In the case of renewable resources, animals
should respond to reward experience in a ‘‘win-stay, lose-shift’’
manner: stay or return to rewarding patches, but shift from or
avoid less-rewarding patches. Foragers can move in a win-stay,
lose-shift manner simply by responding to the reward
encountered at the last one or few patches as in ARS. But if
foragers can retain longer memories of previous reward
experiences at particular patches and respond in a win-stay,
lose-shift manner when they return to those patches, they
might enjoy even higher foraging success. Many previous
authors have inferred that trapliners can learn patch locations
(Manning, 1956; Thomson, 1996) and also that they can
respond to reward experience at particular patches (Cartar,
2004; Garrison and Gass, 1999; Gill, 1988; Thomson, 1988;
Thomson et al., 1982). It is still unclear, however, how and
whether such behavioral responses to past reward experience
(hereafter, ‘‘information use’’) can improve foraging success.
Therefore, we aimed to identify the benefits and costs of
traplining versus less-structured searching behavior for
foraging animals harvesting renewable resources from a series
of undefended, isolated patches. Because the situations we
wished to examine, such as competition among foragers
moving in different nonrandom patterns, are analytically
intractable, we used computer simulations instead of a more
formal analysis. We assumed that foragers adopt one of four
foraging tactics: (1) random searching (RS), (2) ARS, (3)
complete traplining (CT), and (4) searching and shifting
traplining. An animal may adopt these alternative patterns in
a conditional way (reviewed by Bell, 1990; Helfman, 1990).
However, here we aimed to characterize the primary
consequences of each tactic (movement pattern or foraging
path) rather than to simulate complex strategies that real
animals might use. We addressed how and whether the
foraging effectiveness of each tactic changes with variation in
the resource renewal schedules, the spatial distribution of
resources, the intensity of competition, and the tactics
adopted by competitors.
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THE MODEL
General
We consider one or more foragers harvesting food from
Np isolated patches that are randomly scattered in a twodimensional space. Each position of foragers and patches was
given as a pair of exact X and Y coordinates that vary from 0 to
h. The spatial distribution of patches was generated by
a Monte Carlo procedure, in which a pair of X and Y
coordinates was chosen randomly for each patch (Figure 1).
Throughout this paper, we use the term ‘‘resource’’ to denote
food in patches and the term ‘‘reward’’ to denote food that is
harvested by foragers. Resource renews within each patch
according to one of two renewal schedules, an infinite linear
increase or a linear increase toward a maximum value beyond
which the standing crop of resource in a patch does not
increase. Hereafter, we refer to these as linear and nonlinear
renewal, respectively. In both cases, a forager arriving at a
patch consumes all the accumulated resource. This assumption is frequently adequate for nectarivores visiting individual
flowers (Kamil, 1978; Wolf et al., 1976), although in other
cases, foragers may leave residual resource behind. Depletion
to a fixed level can be easily introduced into the model, and it
will not affect the results as long as the resource level left
behind is constant. For simplicity, we assume that the depletion process is effectively instantaneous compared with the
time scale of renewal, that is, the time spent at a resource
patch is invariably zero. Thus, the standing crop of resource in
a patch (R) is determined by the resource renewal rate (r),
elapsed time since last visit (tp), and the maximum resource
abundance per patch (Rm):
R ¼ rtp
R ¼ Rm

for tp  Rm =r ;
for tp . Rm =r :

ð1Þ

When resource renewal is linear, Rm is set as infinite.
Foragers are nonterritorial; they compete with one another
only by consuming resource. The exception occurs when two
or more foragers arrive at a patch at exactly the same time; in
this case, all foragers leave without consuming any resource.
We assume that there is no time lost in any decision making,
so all foraging time involves movements between patches. The
movement speed is constant, and a forager moves one unit of
distance per unit of time. Therefore, we measure distance and
time with a single unit, t. By definition, all foraging
movements are made between two distinct patches, that is,
a forager never immediately returns to the patch it just left. In
our model, each forager starts from any one of the Np patches
in the habitat and continues to travel among patches
according to one of the four foraging tactics described below.
The foraging stops when the cumulative travel time reaches
a fixed value (T). We refer to T as ‘‘maximum foraging time.’’

Foraging tactics
With the following computer algorithms, we generated four
spatial-use patterns that we term (1) RS, (2) ARS, (3) CT, and
(4) sample-and-shift traplining (SST). Descriptions of the
baseline parameter values for the model and the model
variables are given in the Appendices.
It is worth emphasizing that each tactic’s algorithm is just an
arbitrary tool to generate a movement pattern that characterizes each tactic. We focused on how fundamentally different
patterns of movement (foraging paths and reward history)
affected the foraging success of the forager rather than on the
‘‘realism’’ of the algorithms that generated those patterns.
Irrespective of the cognitive processes that animals actually
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Figure 1
Distributions
of
resource
patches. (A) Small habitat,
(B) large habitat, (C) small
habitat where five rich patches
were spatially ‘‘aggregated,’’
and (D) small habitat where
five rich patches were spatially
‘‘scattered.’’ Each symbol represents one patch. Small habitat (A, C, and D) is extracted
from the southwest corner
area (1500 3 1500t2) of the
large habitat (B) which is
generated by choosing random
pairs of X and Y coordinates
repeatedly.

use, for example, any kind of algorithm that produces
traplining behavior should give similar results.
Random searching
Truly random movement (i.e., selecting the next destination by
a random draw from the set of all patches) is not a realistic
behavior. Based on observations in pollination systems (e.g.,
Zimmerman, 1979), therefore, we preferred to model a probabilistic search tactic (Higgins and Strauss, 2004) that makes
shorter interpatch moves more common than longer moves. We
define eight distance ranges, D1–D8, each of which has an upper
and a lower limit of distance (0 , D1  l1, l1 , D2  l2,. . .,l7 , D8 
l8). One of the eight distance ranges is chosen at a probability P1–
P8, respectively (P1 . P2 . P3 . P4 . P5 . P6. P7 . P8). The next
visit is made to a randomly chosen patch within the chosen range.
Thus, the probability of choosing a patch declines with its
distance from the current patch, but the choice of a patch is
random within the range. When there is no relevant patch within
the range, the forager enlarges
the distance
range by 20t; for
0
0
example, D2 is enlarged to D 2 ðl 1  10 , D 2  l 2 þ 10Þ: The same
procedure is repeated until the area includes at least one patch.
We assign distance ranges and probabilities to enable fair
comparisons among tactics.
Area-restricted searching
We created a variant of RS in which case where a forager
conditionally moves longer distances after it encounters
less-rewarding patches. For simplicity, we specify a single

threshold crop encountered (Ct) for choosing between two
search modes, ‘‘near’’ and ‘‘far.’’ We restricted our analysis to
situations where the maximum resource level per patch (Rm)
is rarely reached when there are two or more foragers (so the
reward level is effectively depressed by competition). In such
situations, the average reward crop will be inversely proportional to the number of foragers in the habitat, which
should also affect the decision making of foragers. Hence, we
assumed that animals adopt an operational threshold crop,
Ct/Nf. Let the reward crop encountered and the number of
foragers in the habitat be Ce and Nf, respectively. When Ce .
Ct/Nf, one of the two distance ranges (D1,2) is chosen at
a probability P1/(P1 þ P2) and P2/(P1 þ P2), respectively.
When Ce  Ct/Nf, one of the other three distance ranges (D3–
8) is chosen at a probability P3/Pfar, P4/Pfar, P5/Pfar, P6/Pfar,
P7/Pfar, and P8/Pfar, respectively, where Pfar is P3 þ P4 þ P5 þ
P6 þ P7 þ P8. In both cases, the next visit is made on
a randomly chosen patch within the range. When there is no
available patch within the range, the forager enlarges the
distance range, as in RS.
Complete traplining
The algorithm for this tactic consists of two phases: (A)
establishment of the trapline in the first circuit and (B)
consolidation in subsequent circuits. In phase A, the forager
moves preferentially between close patches, but its moves are
further influenced by an additional ‘‘force’’ that repels the
forager from recently visited patches but draws it back to
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patches visited long ago. This ‘‘magnetic force’’ exerted on
a forager at the patch p is determined as:
Mp ðtf Þ ¼ aðtf  bÞ;

ð2Þ

where tf is elapsed time since last visit made by the focal
forager. Parameters a and b are both positive constants. For
patches that the forager had never visited before, Mp(tf) is
given as 0. Immediately after the forager visited the patch (tf ¼
0), Mp(tf) is lowest and negative (a repulsive force). Then
Mp(tf) increases linearly with increasing tf at a constant rate a.
After tf exceeds b, Mp(tf) changes to a positive value (a
gravitational force). Next, a score (S) is calculated for each of
the (Np1) patches in the habitat:
S ¼ Mp ðtf Þ þ 1=d þ E;

ð3Þ

where d is the distance from the current patch and E is
a random number generated from a normal distribution, with
mean l and variance d. Then the forager visits a patch with
the highest score. The error term E introduces some
stochasticity and avoids producing identical trapline sequences. By repeating such a choice procedure, the forager moves
between close patches that it had never visited before. As time
goes on, the forager is increasingly drawn back to the patches
it had visited during its earliest stage, as their scores (S)
increase. Finally, the forager returns to the starting patch
or one of these early patches, which ends its circuit. Thus,
the formation of a circuit occurs purely through following
the algorithm of phase A. Once a circuit is completed, the
sequence is ‘‘memorized’’ by the forager as its trapline.
For the rest of the maximum foraging time (phase B), a CT
forager just repeats this trapline. Throughout phase B, each
patch is visited once by the forager in one circulation. The
total length of an entire trapline (travel distance or time
before a forager returns to the same patch) is positively
correlated with the parameter b in Equation 2 (in contrast, the
parameter a has no effect on traplines). Hereafter, we define
the parameter b as the ‘‘repulsion period.’’
Sample-and-shift traplining
Trapliners may modify their traplines in a win-stay, lose-shift
manner in response to the reward experience at each patch in
the latest circuit. We model this tactic by modifying phase B in
CT. To keep the algorithm simple, we introduce a single
threshold encountered crop (Ca) that determines whether or
not a forager samples another patch in the next circuit;
similarly, we introduce a second threshold encountered crop
(Cb) that determines whether or not the forager incorporates
the sampled patch as a new member of the trapline. When the
forager encounters a less-rewarding patch in its trapline, that
is, the reward crop (Ce) is Ca/Nf or smaller, it samples another
patch in the next circuit instead of revisiting the patch,
according to the same rules adopted in RS. If the sampled
patch is rewarding (Ce . Cb/Nf), the forager drops the former
patch from the trapline and employs the sampled patch for
the following circuits; if the sampled patch is less rewarding
(Ce  Cb/Nf), the forager returns to the former patch in the
next circuit. Note that the forager determines whether it
employs the sampled patch or not purely depending on the
reward crop it encountered at the last visit. Even if a patch had
been dropped from the trapline in the past, the same patch
may be employed later again if the forager finds it rewarding
by sampling.
Currencies
Because the maximum foraging time (T) is usually reached
while the forager is traveling between patches, the total time

spent from the start to the last patch visited, which is
equivalent to the total distance moved, is usually slightly
smaller than T and varies among runs and foragers.
Therefore, we calculate foraging success as (total reward crop
collected during a foraging trip)/(total time spent from the
start to the last patch visited). This index, rate of reward
intake, represents long-term foraging success of individual
foragers and is an appropriate currency in cases where
animals are expected to maximize their long-term rate of
energy intake. The rate of reward intake is influenced by two
factors: (1) the time elapsed since the last visit (by any
forager) at each patch visited and (2) the total distance
moved. When resources are replenished linearly, the elapsed
time since the last visit will be directly related to the reward
crop collected. When resource renewal saturates at a time
scale similar to the average interarrival time, an increase in
elapsed time often does not increase reward crop in a linear
way, but a decrease in elapsed time frequently reduces reward
crop in a linear way. Therefore, reward crop will be smaller if
the elapsed time between visits to a patch is more variable,
even if the average is the same. In this situation, the rate of
reward intake would be increased by reducing variation in
elapsed time between visits. To evaluate this effect, therefore,
we compare linear and nonlinear resource renewal conditions. We also use another currency of foraging performance,
that is, the coefficient of variance (CV) of reward crop per
patch, to evaluate the profitability of each tactic for risk-averse
foragers that maximize short-term foraging success (Real and
Caraco, 1986).
RESULTS
Noncompetitive situations
To clarify the basic characteristics of each foraging tactic, we
first show cases where there is no competitor in the same
habitat. For RS and ARS runs, the values for parameters l1–8
and P1–8 were determined from the distribution of movement
distances in CT (see Appendices) so that movement distance
does not differ between RS and CT.
Figure 2 shows typical dynamics of the reward crops
encountered at successive patches by a forager. When resource
renewal is linear, a RS forager frequently encounters patches
with little or no reward but occasionally hits ‘‘jackpot’’ patches
with large reward crop. The low rewards come about because
a RS forager frequently revisits patches that it has recently
visited; the jackpot patches are those that, by chance, have not
recently been visited. The rate of reward intake in RS largely
depends on the number of jackpot patches hit. This large
variation in elapsed time between visits causes a drastic
decrease in the rate of reward intake when resource renewal is
nonlinear (Figure 2; Table 1). The ARS tactic reduces the
frequency of short-interval revisitations while increasing the
frequency of hitting a jackpot, compared with RS (Figure 2).
Therefore, when resource renewal is linear, an ARS forager
enjoys a higher rate of reward intake than any other forager,
despite its increased movement distance (Table 1). When
resource renewal is nonlinear, however, the rate of reward
intake in ARS decreases drastically because the CV in elapsed
time between visits is larger than one (Figure 2; Table 1). The
average rate of reward intake does not vary significantly with
the threshold reward crop (Ct) (Kendall’s tau ¼ 0.18, p ¼ .38,
n ¼ 15; each average is calculated from 100 foraging trips).
In noncompetitive CT and SST, the reward crop encountered at each patch is constant after a trapline is established.
The rate of reward intake increases with the repulsion period
(b) because no patch is revisited before all the other patches
in the trapline are visited. The mean number of patches
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Figure 2
Rewards obtained at each visit
in noncompetitive situations.
Linear and nonlinear resource
renewals are considered. Note
that the jackpots are encountered by RS and ARS foragers
but not by CT or SST.

included in a trapline is 19.3 (SD ¼ 2.05, n ¼ 100 foraging
trips) when the repulsion period b ¼ 4000t, which does not
differ between CT and SST. In the case of Figure 2, the rate of
reward intake does not differ among RS, CT, and SST as long
as resource renewal is linear (Table 1). However, when
resource renewal is nonlinear, CT and SST yield a higher
rate of reward intake than RS and ARS (Table 1). This is

because the systematically scheduled revisitation minimizes
variation in elapsed time between visits and, in turn, reduces
the time that a patch spends not renewing. Moreover, the rate
of reward intake in SST is slightly smaller than in CT for two
reasons: first, variation in elapsed time between visits is larger
in SST than in CT; second, the mean movement distance
between patches is longer in SST than in CT.

Table 1
Foraging performance in noncompetitive situations
Tactic

Rate of reward
intake

Average reward
crop encountered

Average movement
distance (t)

(A) Linear
RS
ARS
CT
SST

3.50
3.82
3.55
3.52

6
6
6
6

0.50
0.43
0.38
0.36

907.2
1076.9
928.0
1255.5

6
6
6
6

145.7
118.6
53.4
104.9

261.9
284.7
267.1
364.9

6
6
6
6

21.0
12.8
34.7
45.0

1.36
1.16
0.29
0.42

6
6
6
6

0.14
0.10
0.022
0.050

1.36
1.16
0.29
0.42

6
6
6
6

0.14
0.10
0.022
0.051

(B) Nonlinear (Rm ¼ 800)
RS
ARS
CT
SST

1.55
1.73
2.87
2.15

6
6
6
6

0.12
0.11
0.42
0.24

404.2
489.0
731.3
711.0

6
6
6
6

43.7
22.4
74.0
9.96

263.0
285.2
262.9
338.1

6
6
6
6

20.3
12.2
38.5
36.9

1.37
1.13
0.28
0.54

6
6
6
6

0.15
0.10
0.024
0.033

0.79
0.65
0.25
0.29

6
6
6
6

0.0074
0.027
0.018
0.021

(C) Nonlinear (Rm ¼ 500)
RS
ARS
CT
SST

1.13
1.21
1.77
1.38

6
6
6
6

0.069
0.064
0.25
0.14

290.0
343.4
469.8
461.7

6
6
6
6

24.2
10.5
4.40
5.48

260.0
286.9
273.6
341.6

6
6
6
6

18.7
12.4
38.6
35.2

1.37
1.17
0.29
0.54

6
6
6
6

0.14
0.11
0.022
0.039

0.67
0.55
0.21
0.24

6
6
6
6

0.063
0.020
0.018
0.019

Values are mean 6 SD, calculated from 100 iterations of each condition.

Average CV of elapsed
time between visits

Average CV or reward
crop per patch
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Figure 3
Effects of foraging tactics on
spatial distribution of resource
standing crop. Boxes and bars
are mean 6 SD, calculated
from one foraging trip in
which patch number in a
trapline is 19.

Variation in elapsed time between visits also affects two
other aspects of foraging, the variation in reward crop per
patch and the spatiotemporal distribution of resource standing
crop among patches. The former determines how much
better the foraging tactic is for risk-averse foragers (see
Currencies), and the latter determines how effectively the tactic
could decrease reward for intruders that randomly sample
resources from patches. The mean CV of reward crop per
patch is always ranked as RS . ARS . SST . CT, regardless of
resource renewal schedules (Table 1). The difference between
trapliners (CT and SST) and nontrapliners (RS and ARS) is
larger than those between CT and SST or RS and ARS, as
expected from variation in elapsed time between visits. Figure
3 compares the mean and SD of reward crop encountered by
foragers with those of resource standing crop when we
sampled patches 100 times randomly in space and time.
When resource renewal is linear, the mean resource standing
crop in traplined patches in CT is reduced by almost one-half
of the mean reward crop. This is because the amount of
resource gained by randomly sampling patches at any time is
always less than or equal to the constant reward crop
encountered by the CT forager. In SST, the mean resource
standing crop at visited patches is much higher than in CT,
although it is still lower than the mean reward crop. This is
because some patches are visited by the SST forager only at
the beginning of a foraging bout. These patches accumulate
a large amount of resource as the bout progresses. Thus,
single CT foragers (and SST foragers with established
traplines) could discourage any possible intruders from
staying in their foraging areas by depressing the mean
resource standing crop. In contrast, no single nontrapliner
(RS or ARS) could decrease the mean resource standing crop
below the reward crop it encounters itself. Trends are similar
when resource renewal is nonlinear, although the difference
between reward crop and resource standing crop is smaller.
In our model, trapliners do not minimize total movement
distance to visit all the patches in their traplines. In other
words, they do not solve the so-called traveling salesman
problem (e.g., Cramer and Gallistel, 1997). However, our
results suggest two possible advantages of reducing route
distance. First, short routes may reduce net movement cost
when resource renewal is nonlinear because the cost of
increased distance cannot be fully counterbalanced by the
increase in reward crop. For example, the rate of reward
intake of a trapline with 18 patches decreases with its route
distance when Rm ¼ 800 (Kendall’s tau ¼ 0.96, p , .0001,
n ¼ 22 foraging trips). When resource renewal is linear,

however, the cost of increased distance is fully counterbalanced by the increase in reward crop encountered at each
patch (Kendall’s tau ¼ 0.18, p ¼ .27, n ¼ 22 foraging trips
where each trapline includes 18 patches). Second, short
routes may decrease the mean resource standing crop (i.e., mean
reward crop for intruders) when resource renewal is linear. For
example, the mean resource standing crop at traplined
patches increases with route distance of a trapline with 18
patches (Kendall’s tau ¼ 0.48, p ¼ .0025, n ¼ 22 foraging
trips). When resource renewal is nonlinear, however, this
advantage will decrease because the reward crop encountered
approaches the resource standing crop.
1 Versus 1 competition between different tactics
We simulated competition between two foragers, using the
same parameter combinations as in Table 1. As summarized in
Figure 4, a RS forager is highly vulnerable to competition
from any type of forager because its foraging success largely
depends on jackpot patches that are vulnerable to being taken
by a competitor. Using ARS decreases this vulnerability to
competition, but the improvement is not large enough to
surpass trapliners. Changes in the threshold reward crop (Ct;
100–1600) do not alter the qualitative results. Of the four
tactics, CT yields the highest foraging performance, especially
when resource renewal is nonlinear. Surprisingly, the
information-using SST tactic is actually worse than CT, both
in the rate of reward intake and in the CV of reward crop per
patch. This is because SST foragers move between more
distant patches (e.g., SST versus CT competition: mean
interpatch distance 6 SD ¼ 384.9 6 49.8t, n ¼ 100 foraging
trips; see also Table 1) and more variation in elapsed time
between visits in competition. SST use does decrease the
number of shared patches at which two circuits overlap
(number of shared patches in SST versus CT: on the first circuit
mean 6 SD ¼ 12.2 6 3.7, on the last circuit mean 6 SD ¼
8.30 6 3.0, n ¼ 100 foraging trips). These costs of information
use are most obvious in SST versus CT competition; the
reduction of shared patches benefits both the CT forager and
the SST forager, but the SST forager incurs all of the costs of
increased movement and variation in elapsed time.
Competition among CT and other tactics with different
frequencies
Having demonstrated the superiority of CT in 1 versus 1
competitions, we then introduced variation in the number of
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Figure 4
Foraging performance in 1 versus 1 competition between different foraging tactics. Boxes and bars are mean 6 SD, calculated from
100 iterations of each competition.

competitors to see if the advantages of CT still hold. Figure 5A
shows cases where a CT forager is added into a habitat in
which all the others adopt another tactic. When RS foragers
dominate a habitat, a CT forager obtains a higher rate of
reward intake and a lower CV of reward crop per patch.
Differences between the two tactics become smaller at higher
RS densities, but they still exist even when there are 10 RS
foragers. The trend in ARS versus RS and SST versus RS are
parallel to CT versus RS, although SST yields higher
performance than ARS.
Figure 5B shows cases where a non-CT forager is added into
a habitat in which all the others adopt CT. None of the three
types of forager can either obtain a higher reward intake or
a lower CV of reward crop per patch than CT foragers; the
foraging performances of non-CT foragers rank as SST . ARS
. RS. Differences between the two tactics become smaller at
higher CT densities.
Because these comparisons pit one tactic against another,
they are reminiscent of attempts to specify an evolutionarily
stable strategy (ESS) (Maynard Smith, 1982). We should
stress, however, that our intention here is not to find an ESS.
Our model describes competition at an ecological scale, that
is, competition in one habitat where an individual adopts one
fixed tactic of foraging. If a tactic is less efficient in a particular
situation, it does not mean that it would be expected to vanish

from an animal’s repertoire. Losers or potential losers may
change their tactics depending on competitive situations,
their foraging experience, age, and physical conditions
(‘‘mode switching’’; Bell, 1990; Helfman, 1990). Alternatively,
they could move to other habitats, in which case, the intensity
of competition would decrease. Optimal or ESSs for real
animals will be a complex of these behavioral options,
including decisions about switching between different tactics
or habitats (‘‘conditional strategy’’; Dominey, 1984); such an
analysis is beyond the scope of this paper. Our concern is to
understand mechanistically how the foraging success of
a trapliner is influenced by the number of competitors and
the tactics they adopt.
Competition among foragers with the same tactic
Even though CT is the most effective tactic in competition
with the others, ARS- or SST-dominated habitats might yield
a higher foraging performance than a CT-dominated habitat
by avoiding excess competition among individuals, that is,
‘‘resource partitioning.’’ To examine this possibility, we compared cases where various numbers of foragers in the habitat
adopt the same tactic (Figure 6). When resource renewal is
linear, all of the four tactics yield similar rates of reward
intake, except that two or three SST foragers yield the highest
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Figure 5
Foraging performance of CT and others under various competitor frequencies. (A) A CT forager is added into the habitat dominated by
another tactic. (B) A non-CT forager is added into the habitat dominated by CT. Each symbol represents the mean, calculated from 100 iterations
of each competition. Error bars are omitted because they are too small to draw.

rate of reward intake. When resource renewal is nonlinear,
trapliners (CT and SST) gain higher rates of reward intake
than nontrapliners (RS and ARS). Information use in ARS
and SST, however, does not increase the rate of reward intake
compared with RS or CT. As competitor density increases, the
rate of reward intake decreases monotonically, and all tactics
perform similarly poorly. On the other hand, trapliners
achieve a lower CV of reward crop per patch than nontrapliners, irrespective of competitor densities or resource
renewal schedules.
Here, we also show how the repulsion period (b) affects the
foraging performance of CT in competition. When two or
more CT foragers are competing, they often produce partly
similar traplines because of their tendency to move between
close patches. Figure 7 shows an example where two CT
foragers are competing. As the repulsion period increases, the
number of shared patches at which two or more circuits
overlap also increases due to an increase in trapline length. As
more patches are shared, the mean reward crop per patch
decreases (linear renewal: Kendall’s tau ¼ 0.18, n ¼ 200
individual foraging trips, p ¼ .0002; nonlinear renewal Rm ¼
800: Kendall’s tau ¼ 0.12, n ¼ 200 individual foraging trips,
p ¼ .012), and the CV of reward crop per patch increases
(linear renewal: Kendall’s tau ¼ 0.26, p , .0001, n ¼ 200

individual foraging trips; nonlinear renewal with Rm ¼ 800:
Kendall’s tau ¼ 0.22, p , .0001, n ¼ 200 individual foraging
trips). Because of these overlap effects, the rate of reward
intake of these foragers initially increases but then saturates
(when resource renewal is linear) or decreases (when
resource renewal is nonlinear) with increases in the repulsion
period.
Competition in a larger habitat
As we have seen, CT is the most robust tactic in various
competitive situations. Nevertheless, here we suggest a situation where a temporary adoption of SST could be more
advantageous than a continuous adoption of CT. Recall that
SST yields the highest rate of reward intake when there are
only two or three foragers and resource renewal is linear
(Figure 6A). This might happen because CT foragers cannot
reduce the overlaps among traplines even if there are more
patches left unvisited, but SST foragers can move into such
‘‘competitor-free’’ patches by modifying their traplines. To test
this hypothesis, we examined changes in foraging performance through time when a SST forager is added into a large
habitat (Np ¼ 120) in which all the others adopt CT. As shown
in Figure 8A, information use in SST decreases more shared
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Figure 7
Relationship between repulsion period, b, and rate of reward
intake (mean þ or  SD) when two complete trapliners are
competing. The declines in reward intake with repulsion period
are due to increasing overlap between larger traplines.

Figure 6
Foraging performance when a habitat is dominated by the same
tactic. Each symbol represents the mean, calculated from 100 iterations of each competition. Error bars are omitted because they are
too small to draw.

patches for a SST forager than for CT foragers. In spite of
increased movement costs in SST, this shift to less-competitive
patches makes a SST forager superior to CT foragers in terms
of the rate of reward intake during the latter half of the
foraging period (Figure 8B). On the other hand, the CV of
reward crop per patch in SST is still higher than in CT during
the latter half of foraging time. These results suggest that
sampling and shifting could become advantageous, but only
temporarily, when many patches are left unvisited in the
habitat.
Effects of resource heterogeneity in space
In all the above simulations, we assumed that patches in
a habitat are homogeneous in resource renewal rate. When
resource renewal rate varies among patches, however,
foraging performance of each tactic and its competitive
ability might be changed. First, information-use foragers (ARS
and SST) might be better at discovering and concentrating on
rewarding patches, so that they could surpass CT competitors
in the same habitat. Second, average foraging performance
may be higher in an ARS- or SST-dominated habitat than in
a CT-dominated habitat, because of the resource partitioning
among individuals. To examine these possibilities, we ran
simulations with five ‘‘rich’’ patches with higher resource
renewal rates (r ¼ .6t1) and 25 ‘‘poor’’ patches with lower
resource renewal rate (r ¼ .12t1). Note that the average
resource renewal rate per patch in the habitat is not changed
from the homogeneous condition (r ¼ .2t1). Two types of
spatial distribution of rich patches were examined (Figure
1C): (1) spatially aggregated within the habitat and (2)
spatially scattered within the habitat.
Patterns in the rate of reward intake are almost identical to
those in homogeneous conditions when two different tactics

compete. The CV of reward crop per patch also follows
qualitatively similar patterns to, but is larger than, those in
homogeneous conditions. In other words, CT remains the
most efficient tactic in various competitive situations even when
patches vary in resource renewal rate. Results are not shown
here because they are almost identical to Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 9 shows the relationships between foraging performance and the competitor density in cases where all foragers
in a habitat adopt the same tactic, which is comparable to
Figure 6A. To see the maximum effects of spatial heterogeneity of patch quality, here we show only cases where resource
renewal is linear. When rich patches are spatially aggregated
and competitor densities are very low, both ARS and SST
increase their rates of reward intake compared with those in
homogeneous conditions, and SST foragers enjoy the highest
rate. RS and CT foragers, on the other hand, yield similar
rates with those in homogeneous conditions. These results
arise because only ARS and SST foragers increase their
relative visitation rate to rich patches, calculated as 100 3
(number of visits to focal patch)/(sum of number of visits to
all patches in the habitat) (Table 2). On the other hand,
qualitative patterns of the CVs of reward crop per patch are
similar to, but larger than, those in homogeneous conditions.
When rich patches are spatially scattered, only SST foragers
increase the rate of reward intake, while all the others
decrease it compared with homogeneous conditions. These
results are consistent with the pattern that only SST foragers
increase their relative visitation rate to rich patches, while the
others do not (Table 2). In spite of these changes in the rate
of reward intake, qualitative patterns of the CVs of reward
crop per patch are similar to, but larger than, those in
homogeneous conditions.
In summary, information use in heterogeneous conditions
could increase the rate of reward intake at a habitat level, by
adjusting the relative visitation rates to patches according to
their resource renewal rates. SST foragers can always
concentrate on rich patches irrespective of spatial distributions of those patches, but ARS foragers can do it only when
rich patches are spatially aggregated. This advantage, however,
dissipates when competitor density is high or when multiple
tactics compete in the same habitat. CT is still the most
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Figure 8
Changes in foraging performance through time when
a SST forager and one or more
CT foragers are competing in
a large habitat. (A) Change in
the number of shared patches
among the first and the last
circuits. (B) Changes in the rate
of reward intake and the CV of
reward crop per patch. The
first row is the former half of
foraging time (0–15,000t), and
the second row is the latter
half of foraging time (15,000–
30,000t).

efficient tactic in those conditions, unless any large competitorfree space exists in the habitat.
DISCUSSION
Advantages of traplining behavior
The advantages of traplining depend on the intensity of
competition. In noncompetitive situations, systematic revisitation in CT offers three essential benefits: (1) an increase in
the rate of reward intake when resource renews in a decelerating (or saturating) way, (2) a decrease in the variation

Figure 9
Foraging performance when a habitat is dominated by the same tactic.
Each symbol represents the mean, calculated from 100 foraging trips.
Five rich patches are (A) spatially aggregated and (B) spatially
scattered (see Figure 1C). Error bars are omitted because they are too
small to draw.

in reward crop per patch, which will increase the short-term
rate of reward intake for a risk-averse forager, and (3)
a decrease of the mean resource standing crop per patch,
which will discourage intruders from foraging on these
patches (defense by exploitation). All these advantages are
identical with those for systematic foraging in the analytical
model of Possingham (1989), and we will refer to them as
‘‘Possingham effects.’’
In moderately competitive situations, a trapliner cannot
reduce variation in elapsed time between visits on patches that
are frequently visited by competitors. As a trapline often
spreads widely in space, however, other patches in a trapline
may not be shared by competitors. On these less-competitive
patches, a trapliner can maintain low variability of elapsed
time between visits and therefore benefits from Possingham
effects. Moreover, low variability of elapsed time between visits
increases the rate of reward intake even when resource
renewal is linear because it reduces chances that patches are
depleted by others after they accumulate a large amount of
resource. For these reasons, complete trapliners are the most
efficient competitors with the highest rate of reward intake
and the lowest variability of reward crop per patch, regardless
of resource renewal schedule or competitor frequency.
The only field study that directly sought to measure
Possingham effects (Williams and Thomson, 1998) failed to
find them. Although the bees that visited most heavily were
able to maintain statistically significant regularity of return
times, they were not able to arrive at times when the
accumulated resource was greater than random because the
situation was too competitive. The single Penstemon strictus
plant observed by Williams and Thomson (1998) received
bumblebee visits every few minutes. As we have shown, the
differences in foraging performance among tactics become
smaller as the competitor density increases. Although we
believe that this is the case in Williams and Thomson (1998),
it should also be noted that the authors could have missed
existing advantages of traplining because they observed only
one focal plant. As mentioned above, a trapliner might
maintain systematic returns on less-competitive patches, even
when it experiences large variability of elapsed time on
a competitive patch. Ideally, future studies should compare
foraging performance of competitors across all the patches
they visit.
Our model also has some implications for the size and
geometry of traplines. First, we found that the mean reward
crop per patch is a concave-down function of the repulsion
period (saturating when resource renewal is linear; humpshaped when resource renewal is nonlinear) because larger
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Table 2
Changes in visitation rate to patches with different resource renewal rates

0.2 (homo) !

Aggregated

1 ARS
5 ARS
10 ARS
1 SST
5 SST
10 SST
1 RS
5 RS
10 RS
1 CT
5 CT
10 CT

3.69
3.58
3.28
3.16
3.45
3.49
3.82
3.67
3.70
3.56
3.58
3.64

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.40
0.87
0.77
0.14
0.11
0.080
0.41
0.50
0.43
0.25
0.33
0.34

4.68
5.40
5.02
4.65
4.32
4.22
3.95
3.69
3.62
3.57
3.65
3.64

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Scattered

1 ARS
5 ARS
10 ARS
1 SST
5 SST
10 SST
1 RS
5 RS
10 RS
1 CT
5 CT
10 CT

3.18
3.31
3.26
3.42
3.10
3.07
2.96
2.83
2.84
2.55
2.58
2.54

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.79
2.96
2.91
0.081
0.38
0.42
1.55
1.29
1.29
0.99
0.89
0.79

3.26
3.75
3.30
4.16
3.76
3.68
2.84
2.87
2.94
2.62
2.53
2.51

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

Distribution of
rich patches

a
b

Changes in relative visitation
rate to poor patchesb

Changes in relative visitation
rate to rich patchesa

Tactic and
no. of
competitors

P

0.2 (homo) !

0.64
1.29
1.24
0.088
0.089
0.12
0.64
0.60
0.38
0.25
0.34
0.31

.043
.043
.043
.043
.043
.043
.22
.69
.043
.50
.043
.50

3.26
3.29
3.35
3.37
3.31
3.30
3.24
3.27
3.26
3.29
3.28
3.27

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

1.22
2.15
1.98
0.27
0.28
0.29
1.51
1.31
1.31
0.97
0.92
0.92

3.07
2.92
3.00
3.07
3.14
3.16
3.21
3.26
3.28
3.29
3.27
3.27

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

1.10
1.64
1.47
0.21
0.24
0.28
1.37
1.34
1.33
0.98
0.89
0.92

.26
.019
.0045
.0017
,.0001
,.0001
.93
.90
.54
.99
.99
.76

2.29
0.38
1.97
0.48
0.38
0.40
1.23
1.35
1.34
0.97
0.78
0.98

.89
.50
.50
.043
.043
.043
.69
.89
.043
.69
.35
.69

3.36
3.34
3.35
3.32
3.38
3.39
3.41
3.43
3.43
3.49
3.49
3.49

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

1.20
1.81
1.61
0.29
0.21
0.22
1.39
1.20
1.20
0.80
0.77
0.82

3.35
3.25
3.34
3.17
3.25
3.26
3.43
3.43
3.41
3.48
3.49
3.50

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

1.76
0.13
1.49
0.15
0.13
0.17
1.18
1.21
1.28
0.67
0.76
0.82

.48
.60
.68
.042
.0001
,.0001
.68
.70
.29
.53
.56
.8

0.6 (rich)

0.12 (poor)

p

Changes in relative visitation rate on rich patches before (r ¼ .2) and after (r ¼ .6) the introduction of heterogeneity of patch quality.
Changes in relative visitation rate of poor patches before (r ¼ .2) and after (r ¼ .12) the introduction of heterogeneity of patch quality.
Only linear resource renewal is considered. As regards distribution of rich patches, see Figure 1C,D.
Values are mean 6 SD, calculated from 100 iterations of each condition.
Probabilities were calculated for testing changes in the visitation rate between homo and hetero situations, using Wilcoxon’s signed-ranks tests.
Relative visitation rates to a certain patch in homo and hetero situations as a pair (5 pairs for rich patches, and 25 pairs for poor patches).

traplines have more shared patches with one another as well
as greater elapsed time per patch. Therefore, smaller traplines
would become more advantageous as the number of
competitors increases in a habitat, especially when resource
renewal is nonlinear. Such an effect may partly explain the
observed increase or decrease in the size of foraging areas of
individual bumblebees from day to day (Makino and Sakai,
2004). Thomson et al. (1987) also reported that traplining
bumblebees expanded or shifted their foraging areas after
other bees were removed from the local habitat, which may
support our idea that smaller foraging areas or traplines will
be preferred in competitive situations. Second, we found that
a reduction of circuity of traplines decreases the mean
resource standing crop in traplined patches when resource
renewal is linear, while it increases the rate of reward intake
when resource renewal is nonlinear. Thus, any ability to solve
the ‘‘traveling salesman problem’’ (Cramer and Gallistel,
1997), even approximately, might benefit animals in terms of
the increased rate of reward intake or the increased defense
by exploitation. These hypotheses need to be empirically
tested in future.
Costs and benefits of information use in traplining behavior
Because complete trapliners never change their foraging
routes, they might suffer from some disadvantages when their
routes happen to include many undesirable patches. This is

likely to occur when many trapliners are competing because
they tend to move between close patches and produce routes
that resemble one another. In other words, complete
trapliners cannot reduce the spatial heterogeneity in patch
quality that is generated by overlaps of their foraging routes.
Because of this inflexibility, a habitat dominated by complete
trapliners yields the same rate of reward intake as a habitat
dominated by nontrapliners. Similarly, complete trapliners
cannot reduce the spatial heterogeneity in patch quality
derived from variation in resource renewal rate among
patches. Our simulations revealed that this inflexibility in
heterogeneous conditions decreases the rate of reward intake
for complete trapliners, unless patch quality is spatially
aggregated.
These drawbacks of CT can be improved by using
information in a win-stay, lose-shift manner. We demonstrated
two examples of conditions where SST outperforms CT. First,
in a larger habitat, the tendency for traplines to overlap can
produce competitor-free space that is rarely visited. In this
situation, a sample-and-shift trapliner can increase its reward
intake by occupying this competitor-free space. Second, when
resource renewal rate varies among patches, a habitat
dominated by an intermediate number of sample-and-shift
trapliners yields a higher rate of reward intake than habitats
dominated by other types of foragers. Thus, information use
helps trapliners to reduce spatial heterogeneity of resource
availability in the habitat, which results in an increase in the
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rate of reward intake under certain conditions. These results
are consistent with findings in a field experiment with
bumblebees where a trapliner that shifted its feeding location
toward a ‘‘competitive vacuum’’ (created by removal of
competitors) yielded a higher rate of food collection than
the other bees (Thomson et al., 1987).
Our results also show, however, that the sample-and-shift
process incurs two inevitable costs. It increases the movement
distance between patches, and it reduces the Possingham
effects for trapliners by increasing variability of elapsed time
between visits. These costs show up in pairwise competition
between CT and SST. When the SST forager shifts to reduce
overlap, it bears the costs of making the adjustment, but the
CT forager receives equal benefits. SST is also less advantageous than CT when the underlying spatial heterogeneity of
patch quality is blurred due to intense competition or due to
nonlinear resource renewal. In these situations, CT is always
a more efficient tactic than SST because sampling and shifting
does not increase reward crop per patch despite its large costs.
Our results suggest that trapliners should switch between
‘‘tenacious’’ CT and ‘‘impatient’’ SST, according to temporal
changes in surrounding situations. For example, an impatient
tactic will help a trapliner to find profitable areas when it
exploits a novel food habitat. When trapliners encounter
a persistent decrease in resource availability at patches due to
competition or deterioration of patches, the impatient mode
will also help them to move out from these patches. Animals
in nature may actually adopt flexible mode switching of this
sort. Traplining bumblebees normally maintained individual
foraging areas or traplines for more than 10 days but
extended or shifted foraging areas to adjacent plant patches
in a few days when many flowers were bagged experimentally
or withered (Comba, 1999). When resource availability drops
suddenly or the costs of movement are larger than the
benefits, in contrast, trapliners should stick or revert to
a tenacious mode. Such considerations may partly explain the
observations in traplining hummingbirds that resident birds
responded to simulated intrusions of the feeders they were
traplining by returning at short intervals for 1 or 2 h after the
loss (Garrison and Gass, 1999; Gill, 1988).
Although switching between tenacious and impatient modes
would occur most commonly in response to changes in
resource availability in traplined patches, other factors might
also influence the switch. For example, maintaining a certain
level of sampling or low tenacity will help trapliners to monitor
temporal increases in resource availability outside their routes.
Flower visitors, for example, face new opportunities when new
patches or species of plants come into bloom, or when
competitors die or depart. In the particular case of bumblebees, forager mortality rates are high enough (approximately
4.5% per day; Rodd et al., 1980) that previously exploited
traplines will open up frequently. In fact, traplining bumblebees occasionally sample peripheral patches irrespective of
reward they encounter and shift or expand their traplines to
those patches if they prove rewarding (Comba, 1999; Manning,
1956; Thomson et al., 1982, 1987). We would expect such bees
to be less tenacious than longer-lived animals such as
hummingbirds. And also, resident hummingbirds are expected to be more tenacious than migrants. Further empirical
data will be needed to test these hypotheses.
A key assumption of our model, which causes large costs in
SST, is that animals spend no time extracting resource from
a patch. In some real systems (e.g., bees on Penstemon plants;
Williams and Thomson, 1998), resource extraction time may
actually exceed interpatch travel time. Intuitively, such
situations would seem to favor SST over CT because the
relative importance of movement cost is smaller, but more
modeling should be done.
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Foraging without traplines
We found that nontrapliners (searchers) can obtain a higher
rate of reward intake than trapliners in habitats where the
competitor density is quite low and resource in patches
renews endlessly. However, nontrapliners cannot benefit from
any Possingham effects because the coefficient of variation of
elapsed time between visits is larger than one, even when they
use information to reduce short-term revisitations (ARS). This
result does not support Possingham’s (1989) expectation that
ARS is a mechanism of systematic foraging that will decrease
the coefficient of variation of elapsed time between visits to
below one. Moreover, the mean reward crop per patch of arearestricted searchers decreases rapidly when there are competitors because patches are more likely to be depleted by
others before they accumulate larger amount of resource.
When resource renewal rate is variable with positive spatial
autocorrelation, area-restricted searchers increase their visits
to more rewarding patches. This adjustment makes the mean
rate of reward intake in an ARS-dominated habitat higher
than those in CT- or RS-dominated habitats (but lower than
a SST-dominated habitat). When rewarding patches are not
spatially aggregated, area-restricted searchers cannot concentrate on rewarding patches, so the above advantage dissipates.
In addition, area-restricted searchers are vulnerable to
competition from trapliners even when patch quality varies.
Thus, ARS is less effective than SST when patches vary. Many
foraging animals are known to exhibit ARS behavior when
they are foraging on nonrenewable resource patches at small
temporal scales (reviewed by Motro and Shmida, 1995). Our
results show, however, that traplining is a better tactic at larger
temporal scales.
Conclusions
Possingham (1989) was the first to point out the possible
advantages of visiting renewable resource patches in a systematic pattern. He suggested that traplining and ARS were
possible mechanisms of producing this systematic pattern. In
this paper, we confirmed that traplining can produce the
systematic pattern, but ARS does not. Moreover, we found that
trapliners can maintain this systematic pattern even when
other animals are foraging independently in the same habitat,
which makes trapliners the most efficient competitors,
regardless of resource renewal schedule or competitor
frequency. To our knowledge, this is the first time that
functional significance of periodical returns in traplining has
been explicitly demonstrated under competitive situations.
We also found that adding a component of information use,
that is, sampling and shifting, to traplining entails large costs
in terms of increased movement distance and variability of
elapsed time between visits. These costs often exceed the
increase in reward crop per patch and tend to decrease the
foraging performance of trapliners. We suggest that information use in traplining should be used only for temporary
adjustments to changing resource availability in traplined
patches or for occasional sampling to monitor changes in the
surrounding environment. Future studies on traplining
behavior should pay more attention to such mode switching
between tenacious and impatient tactics in relation to
changing resource environment and also accumulate more
data to characterize traplining behavior itself (e.g., ontogeny,
persistence, and geometry).
Finally, our results may also have some implications for the
coevolution of plants and pollinators. The spatial-use patterns
of pollinators will influence pollen dispersal among plants
and, in turn, plant fitness. Our results suggest that plants
could influence the foraging patterns of pollinators by
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altering the replenishment schedules of floral rewards.
Relevant aspects of reward amounts and energetic values
vary among flowers, plants, populations, and plant species
(nectar: Boose, 1997; Castellanos et al., 2002; Cruden et al.,
1983; Delph and Lively, 1992; Dreisig, 1995; Harder and
Cruzan, 1990; Johnson et al., 2003; Nepi et al., 2003; Smithson
and Gigord, 2003; pollen: Harder, 1990; Robertson et al.,
1999). Moreover, real plants can adjust resource renewal
schedules not only through nectar and pollen presentation
schedules within flowers but also by the scheduling of flower
openings within plants. With these levels of adjustment,
effectively unlimited ‘‘linear’’ schedules may not be farfetched. More empirical and theoretical studies are needed
to understand whether such variations in resource renewal of
plants can be profitably viewed as strategies for manipulating
pollinators (Ohashi and Yahara, 2001; Zimmerman, 1988).

l
d
Ct
Ca
Cb

Mean of error term in score
function of patch (CT and SST)
Variation of error term in score
function of patch (CT and SST)
Threshold crop at the current
patch for choosing distance to
the next patch (ARS)
Threshold crop at the current
patch for sampling (SST)
Threshold crop at the sampled
patch for shifting (SST)

0
0.0005
300
1000
1000

APPENDIX B
TABLE B1
Model variables
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supported by a fellowship of the Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science for Research Abroad to K.O. and Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council grants to J.D.T.

Variable

Description

R
tp
0
D16 or D 16

Resource standing crop
Elapsed time since last visit at a patch
Distance ranges from which the next patch is
chosen (RS and ARS)
Sum of P3 to P8
Elapsed time since last visit made by a particular
forager (CT and SST)
Magnetic force function between a forager and
a patch (CT and SST)
Score function of patch (CT and SST)
Distance from the current patch in score function
of patch (CT and SST)
Error term in score function of patch (CT and SST)
Reward encountered crop (ARS and SST)
Number of foragers (ARS and SST)

Pfar
tf
M(tf)

APPENDIX A

S
d

TABLE A1
Baseline parameter values (when not stated)
Parameter

Description

H

Length of one side of foursquare
habitat
Number of patches
Resource renewal rate
Maximum resource abundance
per patch

Np
R
Rm

T
l1
l2
l3
l4
l5
l6
l7
l8
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
A
B

Maximum foraging time per trip
Upper limit of D1 (RS and ARS)
Upper limit of D2 (RS and ARS)
Upper limit of D3 (RS and ARS)
Upper limit of D4 (RS and ARS)
Upper limit of D5 (RS and ARS)
Upper limit of D6 (RS and ARS)
Upper limit of D7 (RS and ARS)
Upper limit of D8 (RS and ARS)
Probability that D1 is chosen
(RS and ARS)
Probability that D2 is chosen
(RS and ARS)
Probability that D3 is chosen
(RS and ARS)
Probability that D4 is chosen
(RS and ARS)
Probability that D5 is chosen
(RS and ARS)
Probability that D6 is chosen
(RS and ARS)
Probability that D7 is chosen
(RS and ARS)
Probability that D8 is chosen
(RS and ARS)
Rate of increase in magnetic force
(CT and SST)
Elapsed time at which magnetic
force changes from repulsive to
‘‘gravitational’’ (CT and SST)

E
Ce
Nf

Value
1500t
30
0.2
Infinite
(linear renewal)
800 (nonlinear
renewal)
30,000t
150t
300t
450t
600t
750t
900t
1050t
1200t
0.450
0.260
0.189
0.047
0.023
0.015
0.009
0.007
10
4000t
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